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manager

Onboarding module 1

Experience edX as a

learner

Learning objective

Complete edX 101

Introduction and Phase

1 (optional: DemoX or

another ChalmersX

course?)

How is it assessed?

Project objective:

Prepare for the kickoff workshop

Characterise some

good examples of

edX courses

Contribute to

Discussion forum,

record reflections of

positives/negatives

Identify your goals

and key decisions

you must make

about the course

Draft edX 101 Course

Project Activity 1 and

"About" page

templates

Describe what

timelines you can

expect for your edX

project

Complete a

high-level project

roadmap for your

edX project

Assign roles and

responsibilities to

the course team

members

Identify team members

and ensure they are

invited to the kickoff

workshop

Relate to a colleague

who has developed a

MOOC and survived!

Reflect on a video

interview with a

ChalmersX veteran
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Course about page Welcome message

Hi and welcome to the ChalmersX

MetaMOOC! Based on our experiences and

those of the instructors who have

successfully completed ChalmersX courses

in the past, we have developed this

"MetaMOOC" to support you through your

journey from great idea to live course!...

Let's get started!

Our ChalmersX veterans  suggested it would have helped them a lot to

have experienced a MOOC as a learner before having developed one

as an instructor.

Therefore, this course also requires you to enroll in edX101: "Overview

of Creating an edX Course". Please click here to register for the

course.

Complete the first two chapters: Introduction and Phase 1: Getting the

Word Out.

Print out and complete Course Project Activity 1 from edX 101 and

return to this course to continue.

NOTE: You may also consider the edX Demo course or select another

edX course in your field to deepen your understanding of the learner

experience.

How it works

This first part of the course encourages you to think about the course

objectives and prepare for your first design workshop, the "Kickoff"

workshop. After this workshop, you'll be ready to produce your first

course content.

This gives you a good feeling for how designing and producing your

MOOC content will work. It's quite a bit different from preparing a

series of 50-minute lectures for the classroom.

We will work with you ... as you design and produce your course

materials, all the way until you are preparing to "go live" with online

students.

Onboarding

Introduction

"Kickoff"

Design

Workshop

Design

your

course

Develop

your

course

content

Prepare for

course

go-live

Deliver

your

course

Incorporate feedback

from your past courses

to inform your MOOC

course

Review and summarixe

past course evaluations

for ideas on what to

improve

Evaluate

and reflect

Hear from someone who has done it before Reflection on video Evaluate your existing course Assignment: summarise course evaluations and targeted improvemets

Benchmarks screencast Reflection on benchmarks
Roles and Responsibilities screencast

Hear from another ChalmersX instructor XXX about

what the experience was like, what she will keep in

mind next time, and how developing the edX course

has deepened her practice in the classroom.

What did you find interesting or surprising about what

XXX said about her experience?

Instructors who have successfully transformed their

lecture-based content to an online format can use the

course evaluations already available to help them.

Locate any available evaluations you have for your course.

Reflect on the following questions and prepare to present

these at the kickoff workshop:

...

Main strengths of current course, which you would not like to

lose

Main weaknesses of the course, which need to be

addressed

Characteristics of the typical student taking this course?

Any improvements desired in terms of: teaching or

assessment methods, readings or resources?

Here are some typical "benchmarks" which experienced

teams have reported for developing an edX course

Instructor

Do the benchmarks surprise you or are they mostly

what you would expect? Feel free to enter your

reflections or questions here (Not obligatory)

Assignment:

For the kickoff workshop, prepare a summary of your

existing course.

1. Introduce the team to the course-- the title, typical

timeframe and syllabus, learning objectives

2. Review the questions from the previous activity about

your course evaluations

3. Summarise some goals you have for making the edX

version of your course even better.

You do not have to prepare any formal presentation but be

prepared to summarise these points for the team.

Assignment: draft the course team About page template Kickoff preparation checklist
Ideas from Anders

Download the Course Team Roles and Responsibilities

resource (LINK).

Review the responsibilities for each role and assign

the role to the individual you believe will be acting in

that role for the project.

If it seems the responsibilities aren't assigned to roles

in the way you expected, make a note of that as well.

We will have a discussion about this at the Kickoff

workshop, so be prepared to review your assignments

with the team.

Teaching

Assistant (s)

Technical

team CLS

As a final preparation for the Kickoff workshop, we'll

explore about what sort of team is typically required to

deliver a MOOC.

Final checklist to get ready for the Kickoff!

1. Did you complete the Project Activity 1 from the edX

101 course?

Yes

No

2. Did you prepare the About page template?

Yes

No

3. Is your course evaluation summary presentation

ready?

Yes

No

... (Course Team Roles and Responsibilities resource)...

If you did not do so already during your edX 101

course, download and complete this About page

template (LINK).

Draft it with your initial thoughts based on everything

you have already heard. We will refine it at the Kickoff

workshop

Kickoff Design workshop

Project objective:

Set correct expectations and a firm foundation

for the project

Outcomes/Deliverables:

Roles and responsibilities clearly defined

Improvement objectives based on evaluations

defined

About page detail drafted

High-level course outline drafted

High-level project timeplan drafted

To-do list prepared

Timeplan for next phase agreed

Define project roles

and responsibilities

Learning objective How is it assessed?

Project roles and

responsibilities are

documented and

agreed by the group

Describe

improvement goals

based on past

evaluations

Documented

improvement goals,

which will become part

of Design principles

Experience what

developing video

content is like

About page detail

drafted, video script

developed and

rehearsed?

Adapt lecture-based

syllabus to the edX

format

High-level course

outline drafted

Apply understanding

of typical project

challenges

Project benchmarks

and next steps

agreed

Prepare for next

phase of project

Detailed timeplan for

first design sprint

agreed and booked

Pre-work Activity

Google what others in the same field have

delivered, do a "mind map"

They can do it and we can do it for them and

they react to it

(If they haven't already done) look at edX,

Coursera, Udemy for "competitor" MOOCs in

their field

Present existing

research and resources

others in the same field

are using

NOTE: These ideas were based purely on reading research, the instructor survey results, and the edX101 course. As of 16.12. 19, work direction is changing to start with the "MetaMOOC" taster course first, then an Onboarding course.

Mindmap


